Formblatt 23a

Jagdgebrauchshundverband e.V.

2019-1

Application - Certificate for Laut Hunting (\)
in accordance with Appendix I, 3.1 and 3.3 of the VZPO, VGPO and VPSO
Fulfillment outside of tests only in the months of August until, and including, May 1st, or while legally hunting

Club:

Club nr.:
City of
residence:

Postal
code:

Handler:

Whelp
date:

Name of the dog:
Breed:

Male

ZB-Nr.:

Female

DGStB-Nr.:

The dog, on (date):
in the hunting area:
in the forest

in corn

in another independent search area

searched with sustained Laut.

hunted spurlaut (track-laut) on a fox or hare while at an association test (copy attached)

Judge

Judge

VR-Nr.:

VR-Nr.:

Handler

It is requested that the dog mentioned above be granted the performance mark "Lautjägernachweis (\)".

City and date:

Club stamp

Club official

vom JGHV autorisiert

Note: The fields in this application must be filled in completely and legibly by the responsible club and submitted to the
Stammbuchführer (Breed Book Registrar) within 4 weeks. For the return of the certificate, a stamped envelope marked with the
address of the recipient shall be enclosed. If the deadline is exceeded, a processing fee of 25, - € must be paid to the JGHV; (Annex I
to VZPO, VGPO and VPSO).
Data privacy statement of the reporting club: For the reporting club, this signature confirms that the consent of the entitled party
required by the DSGVO for the processing of data by the JGHV or third parties named in the data processing directory has been
submitted.
Disclaimer: The reporting club releases the JGHV from any liability that may arise from the processing of the reported data, insofar as
the JGHV is without fault of its own.

Reprints, also extracts as well as processing in electronic systems only with the permission of the JGHV

hunted spurlaut (track-laut) in the field on fox or hare.

